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Minutes of the Joint Legislative Oversight Committee 
March 11, 2020 
Room EW42, Capitol, Boise, Idaho  

Cochair Representative Ilana Rubel called the meeting to order at 3:03 p.m. Attending the 
meeting were Senators Mark Harris (cochair), Dan Johnson, Michelle Stennett, Cherie Buckner-
Webb, Representatives Caroline Nilsson Troy, Paul Amador, and Elaine Smith. Rakesh Mohan, 
director, Margaret Campbell, administrative coordinator, and other staff from the Office of 
Performance Evaluations (OPE) attended. Audience members included the following: 

Senators Brackett, Guthrie, Patrick, Souza, and Jordan 
Representatives Youngblood, Berch, and Vander Woude 
Director Dave Jeppesen, Department of Health and Welfare 
 
Approval of minutes from February 20, 2020 
Representative Troy moved to approve the minutes from February 20, 2020. 
Senator Harris seconded the motion, and it passed by voice vote. 

Presentation of proposals 

Cochair Rubel asked Rakesh to speak to the proposals. Rakesh reviewed a list of nine proposals. 
He said all spoke to big issues facing the state. They were big studies and, unfortunately, too 
much for the office to do all of them. He referred the committee to a handout that outlined 
criteria for determining which topics would make the best evaluations. He asked the committee 
to keep these criteria in mind when selecting evaluations. 

Long-term planning for postsecondary education 

Cochair Rubel called on Senator Brackett to speak to his proposal. Senator Brackett said his 
proposal was to take a comprehensive look at funding in higher education. The state was 
spending millions of dollars educating its youth with a variety of programs and declining 
resources. The proposal had two parts. The first centered on an in-depth analysis of policy. The 
second part looked at funding with overall goals of (1) baseline information to establish criteria 
for measuring progress, (2) defined strategies for moving forward, and (3) funding that aligned 
with objectives. Senator Brackett said the proposal covered a lot of information and would 
realistically take more than one year to complete. 

Senator Brackett yielded to Representative Troy, a cosponsor of the proposal. Representative 
Troy said the importance of the proposal was underlined in how the budget bill for higher 
education failed on the House floor amid questions from legislators. She said the state was 
investing in programs such as opportunity scholarships and dual enrollment credits. A lot of 
money was being given to students to go on, but the state did not track who went on to 
understand the success rate of the programs. The Legislature needed to know what was working, 
what was not, what was the right way to fund education, and what it should expect for its 
investment. 

Representative Amador said the Governor had a working group on higher education funding 
that expected to have recommendations by June or July. If JLOC were to approve this proposal, 
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would OPE hold off starting the evaluation until the Governor had made recommendations? 
Representative Rubel added that the Legislature had a working group on higher education. How 
would an evaluation layer onto the two existing workgroups? Representative Troy said that she 
firmly believed sound solutions were based on good data. Until the Legislature had good data, it 
could not find good solutions. Regardless of the group or recommendations, the state needed 
answers to questions and understand the success rate of dual enrollment credits. If higher 
education was moving from enrollment workload adjustment measurements to outcome based 
with six-year graduation rates, the state needed to make sure its investments moved students to 
a six-year graduation rate or to a degree, whether that be a certificate, apprenticeship, or other 
postsecondary education. 

Systematic review of tax breaks 

Cochair Rubel called on Representatives Youngblood and Berch to speak to their proposal. 
Representative Youngblood said that as cochair of appropriations, this concern needed to be 
looked at. Tax exemptions had exceeded $2.4 billion. The Legislature needed a systematic data 
reviewing process to see which exemptions were effective, which should have sunset clauses, 
and which should be ongoing. Representative Berch said underlining fiscal policies drive 
decisions. The Legislature needed a thorough, complete analysis and understanding of the 
benefits of past actions to guide future decisions. This type of analysis was essential in helping 
the Legislature. 

Representative Troy asked Rakesh whether OPE had released an evaluation in 2013 that this 
proposal could built upon. Rakesh said OPE had provided a list of criteria for policymakers to 
use when granting exemptions. Although staff had background knowledge of this topic, the 
proposal was a much bigger scope and would be a new evaluation instead of an add-on. Senator 
Stennett said the proposal reported statistics in dollars, but did the requesters know how many 
exemptions? Representative Berch said part of what he was requesting was an analysis of all the 
different tax exemptions. He had seen a list but did not know their effectiveness, age, or when 
they were last looked at. 

Criteria for cold water temperatures 

Cochair Rubel called on Representative Vander Woude to speak to his proposal. Representative 
Vander Woude said the EPA had established standards for cold water temperatures to be 72 
degrees maximum with a daily average of 66 degrees. The daily maximum for salmonidae 
spawning was 55 degrees with a daily average of 48 degrees. He said an estimated 21 percent of 
Idaho’s waterways, streams, and rivers were not meeting that criteria. 

Idaho’s water temperatures were driven by air temperatures and solar radiation. Yet, default 
criteria were assigned to many rivers and streams regardless of their actual conditions. DEQ’s 
website indicates that many waters likely have temperatures naturally warmer than the set 
criteria. Many of Idaho’s rivers and streams that do not meet cold water criteria have healthy 
fish populations, which suggested that criteria were unnecessarily restrictive. 

Many communities will soon be expected to cool their discharge to meet these criteria. The City 
of Boise estimates costs of $60 million to cool water before dumping into the river. 

Representative Vander Woude said he was asking for a study of water temperatures across the 
state. He had letters of support from the Association of Idaho Cities and the cities of Boise, 
Meridian, and Nampa. The proposal had been signed by the ProTem, Speaker, members of both 
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resource committees, and the chair of the environment committee. He said he was seeking 
alternatives that could be more effective than current standards. 

Representative Amador asked why Vander Woude wanted OPE to do the study rather than the 
Department of Environmental Quality or the University of Idaho. Representative Van Woude 
said OPE had solicited for requests and the other entities had not. 

Representative Troy asked where information about Idaho’s average water temperatures came 
from. Representative Vander Woude said he did not know, but OPE had done a study on water 
issues before and could build on that experience. 

Medicaid reimbursement rates for home health care services 

Cochair Rubel called on Senator Stennett to speak to Senator Jordon’s proposal. Senator 
Stennett said that Senator Jordan had been called to a Health and Welfare meeting. She said the 
proposal was for an analysis of Medicaid reimbursement rates of home health care services as 
opposed to nursing homes and the type of care that the state’s Medicaid budget would require. 

The combination of not having enough staff, not having competition for skilled staff, and low 
Medicaid reimbursement rates had become a problem for facilities and in-home care. Given 
estimates of how many caregivers were out there and the difficulties and costs incurred for 
individuals to be in assisted living or skilled facilities, keeping those individuals in their homes 
was a preferable option. The proposal asked for an analysis of the difference in costs and for 
recommendations to better provide for in-home care. 

Representative Rubel said the proposal was narrow and specific. She asked Rakesh whether 
selecting this proposal would give the office capacity to take more proposals. Rakesh said the 
topic would be a narrow scope; however, he encouraged members to prioritize topics based on 
need and appropriateness. After prioritization, he could discuss the scopes of potential 
evaluations. 

Block system of K–12 education 

Cochair Rubel called on Senator Patrick to speak to his proposal. Senator Patrick said a 7-block 
system was an idea that he had thought about for several years. Schools could go on a 7-block 
system, and students could attend 4 or more blocks and skip inconsecutive blocks. Teachers 
could teach 6 blocks. The goal would be to use facilities throughout the year and increase teacher 
hours from 900 to 1,450, which meant teachers would receive more pay for the increased hours. 
The system would move more kids through the schools and would help alleviate waiting lists at 
charter schools. 

An evaluation could report if anyone nationally was using a 7-block system. He said there should 
be a way to use school facilities more, pay teachers more, and change curriculum accordingly. 
He would like to know how this block system would help learning losses through the summers, 
and how it would affect sports. He said his proposal was broad and more complicated than what 
he could do, and he was requesting help. 

Representative Amador said he assumed this block system had been done elsewhere with 
research available on its effectiveness. Although not the same kind of block system, instances of 
year-round systems showed less summer slide. Was information readily available through 
academic research? Senator Patrick said he was not aware of any research. He wanted to know if 
someone was doing it; that was part of the proposal. The advantage of this block system was 
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students could take extra blocks and graduate early. It could fit the needs of students better than 
year-round school. 

Representative Amador clarified that the 7-block system was a creative solution by Senator 
Patrick to benefit Idaho. Senator Patrick said yes, he had talked about it with his cosponsors for 
4-5 years. Idaho could put something together as a pilot, but he needed outside help with 
research. 

Driver verification cards 

Cochair Rubel called on Senator Guthrie to speak to his proposal. Senator Guthrie said he was 
proposing a study of driving verification cards, or driving privilege cards, for undocumented 
immigrants. The proposal had 14 signatures gathered in the spirit of supporting a study, not 
supporting or opposing legislation. 

The economy depended on its labor force, and the labor force depended on immigrant labor. 
Many foreigner-born workers were employed in sectors such as agriculture, construction, food 
service, hotel lodging, and cleaning industries. They traveled road systems. He said roads would 
be safer with assurances that others had road competency skills, were legally driving, and had 
auto insurance. 

Senator Guthrie said a driving verification card would not be a driver’s license. Required testing 
would be similar to testing for a class D license. The card would be clearly identified and be for 
those 18 and older. A driving verification card would not be used for voting, alcohol, or firearm 
purchases. He said Utah’s driving verification program had been going for 15 years. Utah had 
issued 42,000 cards, about 74 percent of its foreign population. Fifteen states had something 
similar. Good data should be available about how this demographic interfaced with law 
enforcement, the court system, and how they impacted the labor force. An evaluation would help 
identify benefits for Idaho. 

Senator Harris said he thought this was a good proposal, not just for safety and insurance but 
for the population. He said he had heard stories about law enforcement not knowing what to do 
when they pulled someone over with a foreign license. Senator Guthrie said hit and run 
accidents have gone down in states with this program, as well as alcohol related incidences. The 
issue was politically charged, but he wanted to look at creating safety on the road, more 
opportunity for insurance, and address an important component of the state’s workforce. 

Senator Johnson said he thought this was an important issue, and it hit all eight guidelines for 
topic selection, in particular number 7, evidence of deficiency. Representative Troy said she had 
problems in her district that might be a nexus with this proposal. For foreign students who got a 
driver’s license, sometimes their name was different on their license than their passport because 
their name had a high number of characters and did not fit on the card. She had also heard from 
police that if an international license was revoked, the foreigner would change their name and 
get a state license, or vice versa. She wondered if these concerns could be part of the evaluation. 

In looking at the list of desired information, Senator Johnson suggested engaging the Mexican 
consulate to understand needs and answer questions. Senator Guthrie said that was the magic of 
OPE—using its resources to make connections that had potential for relationship building. 

Behavioral health system 

Cochair Rubel called on Senator Souza to speak to her proposal. Senator Souza said her proposal 
was a companion to SCR126. The resolution established a 13-member behavioral health council, 
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with collaboration from the Department of Health and Welfare, the Legislature, the Governor’s 
Office, and the Judiciary. Behavioral issues in the state were growing at an escalating rate. Idaho 
was now fifth in nation for suicide. Under this proposal, OPE would be an independent partner 
in the review of existing systems and how to breakdown silos that caused efforts to be less 
effective. She listed questions she would like addressed: (1) What are the indicators of a strong 
behavioral health system? (2) How should Idaho measure success? (3) What data were needed 
to answer the questions? (4) What mechanisms needed to be in place? With OPE’s help, the 
council could use this information to be most effective in using various dollars to make the 
biggest difference. 

Cochair Rubel called on Rakesh for comments. Rakesh said he had talked with legislators to sign 
this proposal. He had noticed in his government and nonprofit work that behavioral health 
issues were being addressed in a fragmented way, albeit with good intent. He knew about these 
issues because he served on the board of Jannus, which administered the suicide prevention 
hotline. Also, his wife had dealt with these issues for 25 years. He said he was lucky to have a 
good job that helped him care for her and insurance to pay the medical bills. When he went to 
appointments with her, he judged that 90 percent of the patients were not as privileged, and he 
questioned how they dealt with this issue day to day. He said an evaluation would look at a 
systems prospective and could provide data to the council. 

Practice expansions for licensed healthcare professionals 

Cochair Rubel called on Senator Souza to speak to her proposal. Senator Souza said that every 
year Health and Welfare committees see an industry-related fight over licensure or scope of 
practice where one profession promotes their side of an issue that intrudes on another 
profession. These disagreements have been personal and very strong. Legislators did not feel 
they were in the best position to make decisions about practice. 

This year a disagreement came to a head and Senator Heider said it best. He indicated that one 
side of the audience was one industry-related profession and the other side was another 
industry-related profession. He said, “You are professionals. And you are asking us, who know 
almost nothing about your profession, to make the decision.” Senator Souza said an evaluation 
could tell the Legislature what methodology to use when dealing with warring industry fights. 
The issue was pervasive on both sides of the rotunda. 

Agency support for Alzheimer’s patients 

Cochair Rubel called on Senator Harris to speak to his proposal. Senator Harris said Idaho had 
more than 26,000 individuals with Alzheimer’s disease, and that number was projected to 
increase to more than 33,000 by 2025. Medicaid costs to treat Alzheimer’s was expected to be 
about $144 million this year and increase 34 percent by 2025. Numerous agencies administer 
Alzheimer’s programs but separately from each other. This lack of coordination hindered efforts 
and made the strategic plan for Alzheimer’s difficult to track. He was requesting that OPE study 
agency coordination efforts, identify gaps and needs within state agencies, and report progress 
of the Idaho State Alzheimer’s plan endorsed by the Legislature in 2013. 

Senator Stennett commented that the Idaho State Alzheimer’s group received a $15,000 grant to 
educate the public and guide individuals to assistance and diagnosis. This money was funded by 
the federal government but had since been discontinued. When the Joint Finance-
Appropriations Committee (JFAC) was asked to fund the vacated grant, she was told that JFAC 
did not typically fund nonprofit activities. An evaluation would help to understand how to 
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navigate for resources and the processes for obtaining those resources. Idaho had a disconnect 
about how individuals could use existing services or where they could look. 

Selection of topics 

Cochair Rubel directed the committee to pull out their ballots and use the guidelines when 
selecting proposals. She instructed the members to check four proposals on their ballots and 
hand the ballots to Margaret for tallying. After the tally, the committee could decide how to 
move forward. 

After ballots were tallied, the four topics with the highest support were driver verification cards, 
systematic review of tax breaks, agency support for Alzheimer’s patients, and long-term 
planning for postsecondary education. Cochair Rubel invited Rakesh to discuss the topics and 
identify the number of topics the office could take. Rakesh said long-term planning for 
postsecondary and systematic review of tax breaks were big studies. Senator Brackett had 
already approved releasing multiple reports over two years. Rakesh would talk to Representative 
Youngblood about doing the same. Driver verification cards was a small evaluation, and 
Alzheimer’s was a big evaluation. His office could take all four. 

Senator Stennett commented that when looking at subsidies and tax breaks, the office would 
have to go to the Tax Commission and other locations. She said she expected the process to take 
more than one year to do a thorough analysis. 

Representative Troy moved to conduct an evaluation of driver verification cards, 
systematic review of tax breaks, agency support for Alzheimer’s patients, and long-
term planning for postsecondary education. Senator Buckner-Webb seconded the 
motion, and it passed by voice vote. 

Other committee business 

Rakesh said the office was working on three reports: county revenues, retirement, and child 
neglect. He hoped to release some of them before session was over. 

The meeting adjourned at 4:05 p.m. 
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March 6, 2020 

Joint Legislative Oversight Committee 

Idaho State Capitol 

700 W. Jefferson St. 

Boise, Idaho 83702 

 

RE: Request for Evaluation of Idaho Cold Water Temperature Criteria 

 

Dear Committee: 

 

The Association of Idaho Cities (AIC) serves to advance the interests of Idaho cities through 

legislative advocacy, technical assistance, training, and research.  Idaho cities play many 

important roles as the primary implementers of the Clean Water Act and have significant 

interests in the development of criteria, rules, and guidance related to the management and 

protection of Idaho’s waters.     

AIC would like to add our support for the Joint Legislative Oversight Committee (JLOC) to direct 

the Idaho Office of Performance Evaluation (OPE) for a study to evaluate the Idaho cold water 

temperature criteria. 

Should you have questions concerning our support, please feel free to contact me. 

Sincerely,   
 

 
 

Mayor Suzanne Hawkins,  
City of Twin Falls 
AIC President 
 
 

ec: Mayor John Evans, AIC Legislative Committee Chair 
      Representative Scott Bedke, Speaker of the House 
      Senator Brent Hill, President Pro Tem of the Senate 
      Representative John Vander Woude, Chairman, House Environment, Energy & Technology Committee 
      Representative Marc Gibbs, Chairman, House Resource & Conservation Committee 
      Senator Lee Heider, Chairman, Senate Resources & Environment Committee 
      Senator Steve Bair, Chairman, Senate Finance Committee 
      Johanna Bell, AIC Policy Analysis, Environment 
      Benn Brocksome, AIC Lobbyist  

http://www.idahocities.org/

































